Remote learning
Year Group: 2

WEEK BEGINNING: 27.9.21

This is an overview of the main areas of learning in Year 2 for this week which will link to the learning going on in school. Please use these as the main
activities for remote learning if your child is unable to attend school during this week.

Maths

English

White Rose:
For all lessons click here
Lesson 1 – Tens and ones using addition
Lesson 2 – Using a place value chart
Lesson 3 – Compare objects
Lesson 4 – Compare numbers
Lesson 5 – Order objects and numbers
Mental fluency:

Oak Academy: Narrative – description focus
Awongalema (start at lesson 1 and continue with 1 lesson per day to lesson 5)
Phonics:
Use this Phonics Play game to read and sort words into real and alien
words. Start with revising ‘ie’ and ‘ea’ from phase 5 then see if you can
play it with the ‘oy’ and ‘ir’ sounds from phase 5.

Go around the house and collect as many toys as you can. Sort and compare your
toys, you could include objects which are identical, and which include objects of
different kinds or sizes

Irresistible Learning: (Fire and Ice)
To research facts about the Great Fire of London 1666.
Where did the fire start?
Who kept a diary about the fire?
Who was the King in 1666?
How did he stop the fire spreading?
What was London like in 1666?
Compare King Charles II and our current
Queen, Queen Elizabeth.
Create a poster comparing the two rulers.

This week we are looking at the oy and ir sounds.
Can you think of any words with these sounds in?
SPaG:
Using this BBC bitesize page, practise punctuating sentences correctly.
Reading:
Watch Owl Babies here or if you have a copy at home, read it with your adult.
Can you order the story, drawing pictures or using words?

Wellbeing- 5 steps to wellbeing- Keeping Safe
What is a stranger? Talk to your adults about what makes someone a stranger.
If you get lost, or feel unsafe and your grown-up is not near you, look for a safer
stranger to talk to for help. Who do you think a safer stranger might be? Safer
strangers are people who you can talk to and they will help you if you get lost.
Safer strangers wear a uniform and a badge.
Talk to your adults about what to do in different situations
if a stranger talks to you.
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